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Invincible singlehearted unity ::

[20160316]

[20160323]
The Korean revolution that has traversed as
untrodden path started out and has won
victory after victory on the strength of single
minded unity.
Whenever the revolution was confronted with
hardship, difficulties and grave situation, the
people made new history of miracles and
victories by overcoming them by dint of the
firm unity around the leader.

Nation’s industrial production rises 1.2 times
Industrial output grows rapidly thanks to the heightened revolutionary enthusiasm and creative spirit of self
reliance and selfdevelopment of service personnel and people, who have risen up in the dayandnight march
true to the call of the Central Committee of the Workers’ Party of Korea for launching a 70day campaign of
loyalty for the Seventh Party Congress, according to a report of the Korean Central News Agency on March 12.
The nation’s industrial production increased 1.2 times in the first ten days of March over the same period of last
year.
The Pukchang and Pyongyang thermal power complexes and other thermal and hydropower stations across the
country pressed on with power generation as scheduled, far exceeding the tenday targets set by the Party.
Coal mines in the western areas including Tokchon and Sunchon cut thousands of tons of coal more every day.
The Ministry of Coal Industry overfulfilled the tenday production plan by 13 per cent and the results of major
and preliminary tunnelling far surpassed the plan, securing hundreds of reserve coalcutting faces.
The workers of the Hwanghae Iron and Steel Complex doubled the Juche iron output over the same period of
last year, and all metallurgical bases conducted a dynamic drive to increase iron and steel production.
Amidst the heated emulation and experiencesharing in iron ore mines in Musan, Unnyul, Thaethan and other
areas, the Jaeryong Mine increased daily production over 1.5 times on average, thus taking the lead in the
supply of concentrated iron ores to metallurgical factories.
The Ministry of Railways, all the railway bureaus and their branches commanded railway transport scrupulously
and gave top priority to concentrated transport without accident to overfulfil the plan for main freight.
The increased production in the vanguard economic sectors injected a new lease of life into the overall major
industrial sectors such as machinebuilding, chemical, building materials and mining industries and forestry.
The Taean Heavy Machine Complex completed the production of generating equipment till March 9 in a matter of
two months and sent them to the construction site of Paektusan Hero Youth Power Station No. 3 on March 10.
The workers of the large machinebuilding bases in Ragwon and Ryongsong and the Sungni Motor Complex
speeded up the processing of products and increased the production of spare parts including various kinds of
gears and speed reducers, a great contribution to a 1.5 times rise in the production of thermal power generating
equipment of the Ministry of Machinebuilding Industry.
The workers of the Hungnam Fertilizer Complex hit the Juche fertilizer production target for the first ten days of
March.
Cement production is also growing in the Sangwon Cement Complex whose workers and technicians have
turned out to break the production record again this year after last year.
Many forestry and prop production stations carried out their first quarterly and yearly timber production quotas.
Farming preparations were brisk on the agricultural front, resulting in a 1.7 and 2.8 times growth in the securing
of hukposan and microbial fertilizers and an over 1.3 times increase in the acreage of field carpeted with humus
soil.
Officials and fishermen carried out the plans of the Ministry of Fisheries for ten days 121 per cent.
Daily amount of catch increased rapidly and fishing results saw a leap in the fishery stations on the east and
west coasts.
Hundreds of workers hit their targets for the first quarter and half of the year in the field of textile industry.
Kumkhop, Pomhyanggi and Maebongsan and other popular brands saw a sharp rise in sales.
Many major construction projects progressed apace including those for Paektusan Hero Youth Power Station No.
3, reconstruction of Kim Il Sung Stadium, secondstage reconstruction of the Central Zoo, capacity builup of
the Central Tree Nursery of the Ministry of Land and Environment Protection, the central class education hall and
Wonsan ArmyPeople Power Station.
Many young people volunteered to work in labourconsuming fields and hundreds of workers carried out their
yearly plans.
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